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There are currently over 1.2 million stroke survivors in the UK, and with more than 100,000 new incidents each year, stroke is a leading cause of adult disability [1]. Almost three quarters of stroke survivors suffer from gait deficiencies [2]. In the case of hemiparetic stroke and related brain injuries, gait deficiencies typically take the form of bilateral and temporal asymmetries. This can lead to overuse of the non-paretic (unaffected) leg, exposing it to higher vertical forces [3], [4], and underuse of the paretic (affected) leg leading to loss of muscle tone and reduction of bone mineral density. This increases the risk of knee and joint problems together with hip and bone fractures, and the likelihood of falls [5]. Restoring mobility and rehabilitation of gait are thus high priorities for post-stroke rehabilitation.

Walking following an external metronomic rhythm has been shown to improve gait, leading stroke survivors to walk more symmetrically [6] and to neglect their affected leg less. Audio metronomes are used for gait rehabilitation and therapy – though mostly only in the lab – with documented results in aiding the recovery of functional stable and adaptive walking patterns [7]. Entrainment can help to promote desired movement patterns and to retrain motor programs through anticipatory cuing of functional movement patterns [7]. In a series of recent case studies, we have investigated delivering metronomic cues haptically (referred to as “rhythmic haptic cuing” or RHC) as opposed to via audio, leaving the sense of hearing free for socialising, situation awareness and safety while walking. Metronomic cueing is delivered by vibrations to alternating legs. Control of the vibrations and their synchronisation was achieved using the Haptic Bracelets, a system of wearable devices and sensors we developed at The Open University [8], [9], [10].

Two participants in the most recent case study highlighted two contrasting ways in which entrainment can enhance gait. The first participant, a 50-year-old fully independent male community ambulator suffering from hemiparesis after brain injury, showed immediate improvement in both his temporal step asymmetries and variability both during and immediately after haptic cuing. The second participant was a 60-year-old male hemiparetic stroke survivor who had his stroke 2 years ago, leaving him with severe attention deficits. This meant he could not walk and attend to external cues at the same time. However, when asked to walk following the rhythm from memory, this participant became more symmetric and his steps less variable.

These two cases demonstrate, in the haptic case, two contrasting ways in which entrainment can be exploited for gait rehabilitation:

a) External rhythmic cues provided during movement.

b) Mental entrainment retained after application of an external cue.

This distinction has been noted in the general case by Thaut [7], but this appears to be the first explicit documentation of this distinction in practical use when using haptics for gait rehabilitation.
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